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Courage 
 

I grew up loving the film “The Wizard of Oz,” in which the Cowardly Lion, played by the endearingly 
rumpled Bert Lahr, sings about his deep longing for courage: the quality that “makes the muskrat 
guard his musk” and more.   
 

Like that character, we might imagine that courage is some kind of extra-special quality that some 
people have and other people don’t: an internal strength that’s almost superhuman, allowing us to 
perform feats of strength that would be otherwise impossible. 
 

Of course, by the end of the film, the Cowardly Lion discovers that, in fact, he had courage all along—
just as the Tin Man already had a heart, the Scarecrow already had wisdom, Dorothy had never truly 
left her home, and the Wizard was simply an ordinary and good-enough person.  
 

And so it is with us. At many points in our lives, we may be surprised to discover that we have the 
courage we need to endure a painful situation, make a difficult decision, reveal something important 
about ourselves, or challenge the status quo to create a more just and loving world. Sometimes our 
courage might take an active and bold shape, while at other times it might come in the form of a quiet 
knowing, or the choice not to take a particular action. All of us do have courage, whether we know it or 
not.   
 

Recently Rev. June Joplin of Lorne Park Baptist Church in Mississauga came out as transgender during 
an online Sunday service. Her sermon, which I believe would be compelling to people of many 
theological perspectives, is a wonderful recent example of courage—made even more clear when, a 
month later, she was fired by her congregation after a narrow vote. (Links to her sermon, and the 
follow-up story, are included in the list of readings and resources below.) The courage shown recently, 
too, by front-line healthcare workers, by anti-racism leaders and activists, and by many public health 
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and political figures provide inspiration for us—as do, of course, voices of wisdom from many times in 
history.  
 

As many of us have discovered in recent months, simply living each day as best we can often calls for a 
kind of courage, even if it is simply to meet our daily responsibilities or to be present to others who 
need us.  There may be times when, like the Cowardly Lion, we may feel we just don’t have the right 
“stuff” in us—yet, when we continue to show up, to learn and to grow, we may find we had more 
courage than we knew.   
 

I hope that the inspiration in New Horizons this month helps you find the courage you need in these 
important times. 
 

Love and blessings, 
 

Lynn  
 

Questions to Live With 
 
1. Have there been times in your life when you thought you lacked 

courage...or when you discovered courage you didn’t know you had? 
 

2. Where does your courage come from?  The examples of others, your 
own qualities, a source of spiritual strength and/or something else? 

 
3. How do you respond when your courage is absent?  What ways have 

you found, if any, to reclaim your courage? 

 
 
For Inspiration 
 
“I seek the courage to live this day. […] 
Courage to make new friends, 
Courage to yield myself to the full power of 
the dream, 
Courage to yield my life with the abiding 
enthusiasm to the Spirit of God 
and the wide reaches of creative undertakings  
among the children of humanity—this I seek 
today.” 

- Howard Thurman 

Courage is the most important of all the 
virtues, because without courage you can't 
practice any other virtue consistently. You can 
practice any virtue erratically, but nothing 
consistently without courage. 

- Maya Angelou 

 
“If you can’t get out of it, you’ve got to get 
into it.” 

- Various Sources 
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“Courage is a heart word. The root of the 
word courage is cor - the Latin word for heart. 
In one of its earliest forms, the word courage 
meant ‘To speak one's mind by telling all one's 
heart.’ Over time, this definition has changed, 
and today, we typically associate courage with 
heroic and brave deeds. But in my opinion, 
this definition fails to recognize the inner 
strength and level of commitment required for 
us to actually speak honestly and openly about 
who we are and about our experiences -- good 
and bad. Speaking from our hearts is what I 
think of as ordinary courage.” 

- Brene Brown, I thought it was just me: 
Women reclaiming power and courage in a 
culture of shame 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Rejoicing in ordinary things is not 
sentimental or trite. It actually takes guts. Each 
time we drop our complaints and allow 
everyday good fortune to inspire us, we enter 
the warrior's world.”  

- Pema Chödrön, The Places That Scare 
You: A Guide to Fearlessness in Difficult 
Times 

 
“God, grant us the serenity to accept the 
things we cannot change, 
Courage to change the things we can, 
And the wisdom to know the difference.”  
- Adapted from Reinhold Niebuhr  

“Problems call forth our courage and our 
wisdom; 
indeed they create our courage and wisdom.” 

- M. Scott Peck, The Road Less Traveled 

 
Courage is the price which life exacts for 
granting peace. 
The soul that knows it not, knows no release 
From little things. 
 

Knows not the livid loneliness of fear 
nor mountain heights, where bitter joy can 
bear 
the sound of wings. 
 

How can life grant us boon of living, 
compensate 
For dull gray ugliness and pregnant hate 
Unless we dare 
 

The soul’s dominion?  Each time we make a 
choice we pay 
With courage to behold resistless day 
And count it fair. 
 

- Amelia Earhart 

 
“You gain strength, courage, and confidence 
by every  
experience in which you really stop to look 
fear in the face. 
You are able to say to yourself, ‘I lived 
through this horror. 
I can take the next thing that comes along’.” 

- Eleanor Roosevelt 
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“To create one’s world in any of the arts takes 
courage.”  

- Georgia O’Keeffe 

  
“Some people say I was very brave, but I really 
just didn’t know any better.  
All I had was my originality.”   

- Buffy Sainte-Marie 

  
“The essence of bravery is being without self-
deception.”  

- Pema Chödrön, The Places That Scare 
You: A Guide to Fearlessness in 
Difficult Times 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I learned that courage was not the absence of 
fear, 
but the triumph over it.  The brave [person] is 
not s/he  
who does not feel afraid, but who conquers 
that fear.” 

- Nelson Mandela 

 

 “We don’t develop courage by being happy 
every day. 
We develop it by surviving difficult times and 
challenging adversity.”  

- Barbara De Angelis 

 
“Whereas moral courage is the righting of 
wrongs, creative courage, in contrast, is the 
discovering of new forms, new symbols, new 
patterns on which a new society can be built.” 

- Rollo May, The Courage to Create  

 
“Only those who will risk going too far  
can possibly find out how far one can go.” 

- T.S. Eliot 

 
“Take courage friends. 
The way is often hard, the path is never 
clear, 
and the stakes are very high. 
Take courage. 
For deep down, there is another truth: 
you are not alone.” 
- Rev. Wayne Arnason 
 

 
 

 
 

Upcoming Services 
 

Every Sunday morning at 10:30 a.m. our 
worship services will be held online, via 
both Zoom and YouTube. 
 
An evening Vespers service is also held 
Wednesdays at 7:45pm and an online drop-
in on Thursday evenings at 7:45pm.  
 
 

Visit the First Unitarian Toronto website 
(www.firstunitariantoronto.org) for links to 
join any of these online gatherings, and to 
find out more about our ongoing Journey 
Group programs of small groups that 
discuss our monthly themes. 
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To Watch: 
 

 
 

“At Last…Your Truth” – A Coming Out Sermon by Rev. 
Junia Joplin 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_VFXQXh2Xo 
 
Follow up story: 
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/transgender-
pastor-fired-1.5657371 
 

 
Music Video: “You Can Do This Hard Thing” – Carrie Newcomer 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRGnftH_g4I 
 
On Netflix: Brene Brown – “The Call to Courage”  
Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gr-WvA7uFDQ 
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